
SETTING BOUNDARIES

Boundaries are not rules; they are healthy limits created to maintain our desired lifestyle and
keep us on track with our ultimate goals. Think about it, toddlers have boundaries that protect
them and ensure their developmental progress is reached. For some strange reason, we as
adults, don’t adhere to the same personal development code BUT we should. We should see
boundaries as the fences to our sacred garden protecting us from straying away from purpose.

Oftentimes, we set boundaries for other people in our lives and the way in which they treat us,
however, effective boundary setting includes setting healthy limits for ourselves. Understanding
the only true control we have is self - control creates a space for real growth to take place.

Sample boundaries include: limiting the amount and type of entertainment intake to only uplifting
and educational shows; limiting social media to productive posting once per week; limiting  "junk"
foods to social gatherings; limiting attention to negative and unproductive thoughts; limiting noise
and distraction once per day for meditation.

Set aside quiet time to complete the following  in your journal or as a print out. 

SPIRITUAL BOUNDARIES

MENTAL BOUNDARIES

EMOTIONAL BOUNDARIES Ex. Limiting emotional investment in negativity.

Ex. Limiting attention to negative & unproductive thoughts.

Ex. Limiting noise and distraction twice a day to meditate.
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SETTING BOUNDARIES

FINANCIAL BOUNDARIES

SPATIAL BOUNDARIES

TIME BOUNDARIES

PHYSICAL BOUNDARIES

RELATIONAL BOUNDARIES

LANGUAGE BOUNDARIES

Ex. Limiting toxic environments and clutter.

Ex. Limiting money spent on things I don't need.

Ex. Limiting attention on unhealthy connections.

Ex. Limiting "junk" food to social gatherings.

Ex. Limiting time spent in procrastination.

Ex. Limiting the usage of defeating & dishonorable words.
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